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Totals Betting For Beginners
Punters often enjoy placing different bets on their favourite sports.
Experienced players know that the most widely used  and most popular types of bets are
moneyline (when you bet on a specific team to win) and point spread  (where you place wagers on
a team winning by a specific number of points or goals). However, another commonly used  type
of wager is Totals.
By the end of this guide, you’ll know precisely how totals betting works and how to  place these
bets on your own.
Let’s take a look.
What is the total or over/under in betting?
A total bet is simple;  it’s a bet on the overall result on any match or event. This can be used in
football, tennis, basketball,  and many other sports. With totals bets, it doesn’t matter who wins, it
only matters what the overall score is,  or more specifically, the total score in the game.
In most cases, a bookie will allow you to place either a  Total Under bet (TU) or a Total Over (TO)
bet. Because of this, a totals wager is often called an  over/under bet as well. The names are
interchangeable, and they signify the same thing. For that reason, we’ll use both  names
throughout the article.
Whichever name you wish to use, the bet is the same — you need to wager on  a total score being
over or under a specific number.
Let’s look at this example from the 888sport betting site:
In this  English Premier League football match between Chelsea and Everton, you must predict
whether the total number of goals will be  higher or lower than 1.5.
If two or more goals are scored, the “over” bet wins, regardless of who wins the  match or whether
it ends in a draw.
If you bet on “under”, you will need only one or none goals  to be scored in order to win the bet.
For the “over” bet, the bookmaker sets the odds to be 1.20.  For example, if Chelsea wins 3-1, that
would mean that there are four goals scored in total. Therefore, the “over”  bet would be the
winning one.
If you place a £100 wager on this outcome, it would result in a win  of £120 (1.20 multiplier x £100
wager) and bring you a profit of £20.
Another case would be the “under” bet,  where the bookmaker sets the odds of 4.33. For example,
if Chelsea wins 1-0, that would mean that there is  one goal scored in total. Or, if there is a draw of
0-0, that would still make the “under” bet  to be the winning one, since the total goals scored are
less than 1.5.



If you place a £100 wager on  this outcome, it would result in a win of £433 (4.33 multiplier x £100
wager) and earn you a profit  of £333.
Totals are the easiest to understand in football, as the scoring system is simple. In other sports, it
can  be a bit more complicated. However, as long as you know the sport, you’ll understand how
Totals work and increase  your odds of winning.
For example, in tennis, there can be more than a single over/under bet. However, the most
popular  is a total bet on games in a match. Here is an example from the 10bet betting site:
So, if you  were to place a 21.5 “under” bet on a match, it means that the total number of games
will have  to be 21 or below. If the match ends with a score of 2:1 in sets (6:1, 2:6, 6:0), you  will
have won the bet. That’s because the total score is 6+1+2+6+6+0=21.
In this case, if you place a £100 wager  on this “under” bet, it would result in a win of £183 (1.83
multiplier x £100 wager) and earn you  a profit of £83.
Different bookies (such as Betition, Betfred, or Betfair) might represent the bet differently, or they
might offer  several types of over/under bets. However, the main point is always the same —
you’re betting on the total score  or something else being either over or under a specific number.
Other forms of totals bets
Most people prefer standard Totals bets  where you can bet on the total score in the match.
However, there are many other forms of Totals bets  as well. For instance, if you love golf, you can
bet on the total number of bogeys in a single  round of a tournament.
Naturally, you can do a similar thing in football, and you don’t even have to bet on  the score of the
game. You could bet over/under the number of corner kicks, the number of yellow cards in  that
same game, or something else.
Here is an example for the total over/under number of corner kicks by the Unibet  betting site with
different odds:
As you can see, it’s clear that Totals bets are quite diverse. The main point, as  we’ve said, is that
there is the option for you to bet over/under a specific number, and that number can  be the goals,
points, bogeys, corner kicks, or anything else that the statistics of the game follow. The choice is 
there, and it’s up to you to decide what you wish to wager your money on.
How do you bet with  total points?
As you can see, betting on Totals is quite simple. It’s always about betting on a total score or  the
total points in a match being over or under a specific number. The bookie that you’ve chosen will
likely  provide several options with exact odds, and all you need to do is select the one that you
think will  be most likely to happen based on your knowledge of the sport, the match at hand, and
the odds themselves.
The  act of betting on any given platform is quite simple, and it works in the same manner as all
other  bets. However, bear in mind that the bets are not shown in the same form for all sports.
For example, in  sports such as football, where the score total is usually a very low number, you’ll
primarily see bets in the  range of 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and the like. On the other hand, in sports like
basketball, Totals can be much  higher.
Here is an example of a basketball match presented by MansionBet where you can see that Totals
is set at  210.5. This means that the total score in the game needs to be over 210 or under 210
points.
Since the  actual betting is quite straightforward, you need to consider things that aren’t. Totals,
like all other bets, have specific numbers  that are more likely to occur, while others are almost
useless for punters.
A bookie will often offer sucker bets that  are there to take your money, and you need to make
sure that you avoid them. It’s important to know  the sport, and what is likely to occur in the match
that you’re betting on. You can focus on the  odds, but then you’ll likely fall for some of these
sucker bets, because bookies can easily adjust odds to look  better to punters, while the actual
thing that you’re betting on is unlikely to occur.
Conclusion
As you can see, Totals are  fairly straightforward bets. They are easy to learn and master. You
don’t have to favour a specific team, and you  don’t have to think about a wide variety of



possibilities. You only need to focus on the total score of  the game or some other point total, and
wager on it being over or under a specific number.
The whole point  is knowing the sport that you’re betting on and understanding what the most
common score totals are in that sport.  If you are a fan of a specific sport, Totals bets might be the
way to go for you. We  hope that this guide will help you to understand them better so that you can
start using Totals when betting  on your favourite betting site.
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Teixeira deixa claro que a volta de Neymar ao Santos depende dele

O presidente do Santos, Marcelo Teixeira, falou sobre a  possibilidade do atacante Neymar
retornar ao clube em sportingbet 365bet meio à crise financeira que a agremiação atravessa. Ele
disse que  o Santos seria o lugar ideal para o jogador se recuperar de lesão e se preparar para a
Copa do  Mundo de 2026. No entanto, Teixeira deixou claro que a decisão de voltar ao clube
pertence ao atleta.

Contexto:

Neymar tem contrato  com o Al-Hilal, da Arábia Saudita, até junho de 2025 e pode firmar um pré-
contrato com outra equipe no início  do próximo ano. Ele está se recuperando de uma grave lesão
no ligamento cruzado anterior e menisco do joelho esquerdo.
Teixeira  disse que o Santos tem relação profissional e afetiva com Neymar e está
acompanhando sportingbet 365bet recuperação. Ele tem contato diário  com o jogador e seu pai.
Tanto Neymar como o Santos têm muita força na relação, segundo Teixeira.

Repercussão:

A possibilidade de  Neymar retornar ao Santos tem aumentado a expectativa dos torcedores em
sportingbet 365bet contar novamente com seu futebol. No entanto, a  decisão final depende do
atacante
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